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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Jonas Slambert did a diary of “K-Town 
on Wheels”. Last but not least, Anna 
pitched in with a great comic! 
Thanks to you all.

THE DETAILS
This zine was put out for free online 
and as a physical copy. To see where 
you can get one or to download this 
and back issue, go to: 
livinginthecityzine.wordpress.com 

If you want to get a zine, but don’t 
live in Copenhagen, then write me, and 
we’ll figure something out. 
More issues are planned, but not  
scheduled. If you have any ideas, I’m 
always open to suggestions. 
Email: livinginthecityzine@gmail.com 
Happy reading...

Cover photo: Viagra Boys (swe) at Ungdomshuset, by A.S. 
This page: Dawn of Humans (us) at Ungdomshuset, by Inferno Photography. 

Welcome, dear reader, to the 4th  
edition of Living In The City. 
If this is your first time, just  
remember that everyone has been there, 
got scared, then interested, and then 
just kept going with the flow. 

Also, this is a zine from Copenhagen 
(aka K-Town), covering mostly punk and 
hardcore in the local scene, and then 
some. I’m happy to have you on board. 

NOTES oN THIS ISSUE
This issue was created during  
summer 2015, as always by me, A.S., in 
cooperation with a bunch of locals.  
Christina aka Inferno Photography
supplied great photographs, as did 
Naja Buch and Casper Knudsen. Mette 
Helms helped do a sound guide, and  

I N T R O
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C P H  Y E L L O W  PA G E S

Want to find a gig, see the city? Here’s some good places to start.
COPENHAGEN  YELLOW PAGES

Bolsjefabrikken, Ragnhildgade 1, bolsjefabrikken.com
Big concert hall, people’s kitchens, hangout, diy workshops

BumZen, Baldersgade 20-22, bumzen@riseup.net
Old squat, nowadays small venue, bar and collective 

 
KB18, Kødboderne 18, kb18.net
Mainstream venue with diy looks

 
Loppen, Sydområdet 4B (Christiania), loppen.dk

Cozy venue, one of Copenhagen’s oldest

Lygtens Kro, Lygten 29, lygtens-kro.dk
Bodega-styled punk bar, doing small gigs and DJ sets 

 
Huset, Rådhusstræde 13, huset-kbh.dk

Municipal-owned venue with anything from movies to gigs

Insula Music, Blågårdsgade 31, insulamusic.dk
Good mix of punk/rock/indie vinyls and tapes

Mayhem (at Ragnhildgade/Bolsjefabrikken), mayhemkbh.dk
Huge old warehouse, only floor shows, mostly electronic

Repo Man Records, Fensmarksgade 36
Huge selection of hc/punk records, especially K-town classics

Rock Uglen, Frederiksborggade 40
Good and varied selection of punk/hc/metal records

Stengade 30, stengade.dk
Old volunteer-run venue, mix of diy and mainstream gigs

Ungdomshuset, Dortheavej 61, dortheavej-61.dk 
Concert halls, people’s kitchen, bookcafé, distro etc etc.  

 
Underwerket, Valgårdsvej 2 (Valby), facebook.com/UnderWerket  

House with basement gigs, art workshops, people’ s kitchen and more

Do you like to browse

L L L THE INTERNET?! L L L
Find a cool gig calendar on adult-crash.com/rumourmill.html
Read wacky gonzo journalism at cphsuicidenotes.blogspot.dk

Download new and old danish punkrock at thefatpunk.dk
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N E WS  A N D  R U M O U RS

Since last issue, the K-Town Hardcore 
Fest 2015 happened. It was quite a  
succes, and a festival next year is 
more than likely. 

Two festivals went extinct, at least.
Death-metal’s Kill Town Death Fest 
passed away, and so did Heavy Days 
in Doomtown, the latter being a  

stoner/doom/heavy-fest. Rest in peace, 
The word on the street is that part 
of the crew behind the festival might 
have something new up their sleeve.  
I wonder what that could be. 

“Frostbite Fest” might just be a  
regular thing. The two-day crust extra- 
vaganza in Ungdomshuset at  least 
have a second version planned, so 
check that out. Last version featured 
10 + bands, merch, food and plenty of 
boooooooze. 

And yet more festival news: Öresund 
Hardcore Fest is a new initiative,  
combining Malmö Hardcore with 
K-Town Hardcore. Clever clever!  
The mini-festival will take place in 
both Malmö and Copenhagen. 
Dates are unknown, but it will take 
place eventually. 

The Zine Fest, which was one of the 
first ever DIY-zine events in Copen-
hagen, is back at it. Next date is october 
17th, and judging from last years  
number of attendants, it’ll be big. 

Here’s the latest gossip from 
the Copenhagen punk scene.

NEWS
AND RUMORS
FESTIVALS COM E AN D GO

No Hope For The Kids played their first gig in 10 years in secret at Bumzen, 
august 9th. 60 lucky people attended the party. Photo by Naya Buch
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N E WS  A N D  R U M O U RS

Legendary punkrockers No Hope For 
The Kids has been resurrected (see the 
photo, opposite page). Who’d thought 
that? Next time they play is in  
Ungdomshuset, for the birthday week-
end, September 3rd - 5th. 

The War Goes On still has a record 
in the works. A single teaser-track 
can be heard online. It’s as good 
as you’d expect. Check it out on  
soundcloud.com/the-war-goes-on

Polio & Julie’s record didn’t come out 
yet, but there’s no reason to believe it 
won’t happen eventually. 

LESION has one more record on it’s way.

JUNTA is a new, hard-knockin’ hardcore 
punk band. Catch them while they’re 
fresh! SNAFU is yet a new band. They play 
energetic, snotty punk rock. 

A new straight edge band called 
Selvkontrol has been born, but so far 
I haven’t heard it. They have a debut  
gig in september 2015 in Ungdomshuset. 

Some of the “Helltown”-guys, known 
from bands such as Polio & Julie and 
Direct Youth, are being creative. 
The word is that some very crusty 
sounding band might be on it’s way. 

Long-living record store Repo Man  
Records is closed more often, which 
seems odd if you run a store. 
I hope this is not the end of an era? 

Several of the local death-metallers 
(from bands such as Sulphurous, Mold 
and Undergang) got together and  
created Phrenelith. 
A demo is out, and i highly recommend 
you give it a listen. 

Post-punkers Moth and Metro Cult 
put out albums. Moth have released a  
singles/early demos record, and they 
have a split with Infinity Void in 
the works. They have been doing in-
sanely good gigs the past months, so 

BANDS AND RECORDS 

P O L I T I C S
A N D  T H E  S C E N E S 
D E V E L O P M E N T

I’ll get the upcoming split for sure.  
Metro Cult did a new EP, and while it is  
really good, I can’t say I’ve bought it, 
and hence I haven’t reviewed it. 
But I probably will one day. 

Artificial Monuments, a dark-wave act 
I mentioned in the previous issue, has 
started doing gigs. I haven’t seen any 
yet, but I will when possible. 
So should you.

Often, punk and politics are closely  
tied in Copenhagen. The past months 
have been more dead than usual. A 
bunch of scuffles with anti-islamists 
have taken place, in the wake of the  
PEGIDA-movement, that got some fol-
lowing after the Copenhagen terror 
attack. Otherwise, the main deliver-
er of headlines seem to be a small, 
hardcore group of 2-300 revolutionary  
anarchists, who’ve been organizing  
Reclaim The Streets-demos and anti-cop 
marches, resulting in minor scuffles. 

Meanwhile, a country-wide election 
took place, and perhaps that’s where 
all the energy went. 
Our new government is consisting by 
just one party, that’s seriously low 
on mandates. Most problematic is that 
their grasp on power is assured by 
Dansk Folkeparti, the most right wing 
party. They got a fifth of the votes.

The scene seem to be getting a lot of 
new, young members, which is great. 
Yet it is difficult to see where every-
thing is heading right now. 
On one hand, crust punk has made 
a huge comeback in some circles.  
Especially the aestethic portion of 
the package. 
On the other hand, something as un-
crust as a straight edge crew have 
emerged from under the beer-crates. 
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R E V I E WS

Reviews
As usual, here’s some of the 
newest punk, hardcore, and 
then some, records and tapes 
from Copenhagen. As usual, 
these comments are just my 
opinions. I hope you pick up 
some of the tapes and vinyls 
yourself, support the bands, 
and make up your own mind. 

Direct Youth   
Call Out /  EP/ 2015

Mix Amdi Petersens Armé with Youth of 
Today and, soundwise, you get Direct 
Youth. Clearly inspired by youthcrew 
hardcore, and reeking of pure mus-
cle, these guys have been literally  
forcing copenhageners into mosh-
pits for a year or so. Their last tape 
was very promising, and this EP just 
proves that they are here to stay. 
And I’m glad they are. 
This EP is a banger. The lyrics can 
be pretty dumb at times (“There’s no  

getting away from me, I’m the  
predator and you’re my prey, hunt, 
hunt, kill, kill” or “This area is ours, 
if you don’t move, we’re gonna move you 
by force”). The clever riffs and song 
structure more than make up for it... 
And honestly, I kind of dig the lyrical  
brutishness in some whay. Just one 
wish: More sing-a-long choruses for 
the masses, please! 
The artwork is some of the coolest I’ve 
seen in a long time from Copenhagen. 
Seriously, just look at that cover... 
Back to basics, yes please! 
Out on Halshugga Records.

COM M I E COWBOYS
MONSTER /  EP/ 2015

After quite a delay, proving for the 
117th time that “Record Store Day” 
sucks, Wargame Records and Halshugga 
put “Monster” out. 

The second EP by Commie Cowboys  
follow the path laid out by their   
first EP from a couple of years ago. 
With three major exceptions: Higher  
production value (punk-producer-
wise-guy Lasse Ballade is behind the 
knobs), more crazy guitar stuff, and 
more choruses. This is especially ap-
parent in “Filthy City” on the B-side, 
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REVIEWS
which strikes some stoner-ish riffs, 
twist and turns, in quite an intro, 
before heading down the usual path: 
Hardcore/punk a la Dead Kennedys 
meets Agent Orange – just without the  
politics. And the latter is perhaps 
this EP’s weakest spot. Good songs 
doesn’t always need some deeper  
meaning to them, but the epicness of 
Commie Cowboys songs would gain much 
by having more meaningful lyrical 
content. Or at least more punchlines. 
The EP’s wrapping matches the high 
production value. It’s a really nice 
cover (with a surprisingly crusty  
animal skull on it’s back??). Great 
drawings of the bands as monsters on 
the front, plus (thank you!) an inlay 
with lyrics. All in all a safe choice, 
if you liked their first EP.

BAD STROKE
DIRTY HOLE /  EP/ 2015

Puke-green vinyl, ballsacks on the 
cover and one filthy arsehole as 
the one and only print on the vinyl  
sticker (and yes, it's on the A-side)... 
This is Bad Stroke's first EP, put out 
by Halshugga Records. Finally some 
black gold from these guys... But what 
a wrapping. A little off-putting to be 
honest. Musically, simplicity is king 
here, and it's suits them well. Hardcore 
punk, with a distinct Aarhus sound to 
it. And oh so Danish. Reminds me of 
Under Al Kritik, especially “Ignorant”, 
which bears resemblances to Under Al 
Kritik's “Studenterdigtet”. Teenage-es-
que raw, yet so young and unspoiled 
vocals, mixed with grunge-inspired 
guitar, clearly in the vein of locals 
such as Yung and Urban Achievers. 

The production is charmingly lo-fi, 
but that also means I have no idea 
what the vocalist is yelling. The 
titles suggests something in the  
direction of typical teen problems (“No 
Time For You” and “Instant Blackout”) 
mixed with troublesome medical condi-
tions (“Bad Stroke” and “Dirty Hole”). 
An insert whould've been helpful. Good, 
but silly stuff... 
Not for boring, serious types. 

MORE REVIEWS THIS WAY 44 
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R E V I E WS

Lesion  Promo tape  / 

u pcom i ng EP 2015
Extraordinarily 
harsh for K-Town. 
That’s what strikes 
my mind as I crank 
up the volume, and 
sink into this sonic 
slaughter. Lesion is 
as dark as Copen- 
hagen raw punk gets, 
even more than their 
Halshug and Dogmatist counterparts. 
Why? The midtempo, gnarly vocals and 
sludged riffs blends into a wall of 
noise and distortion, and it’s just 
great stuff. This is their second re-
lease, and although the production is 
beyond rough cut, I dig. And so should 
any fan of midtempo raw punk. 
Clever, and straight up scary, vocals 
(what’s in the singer Morten’s head?!) 
match the riffs just perfect. “Sectar-
ian Rites” is perhaps the best exam-
ple, mixing an almost blackmetal riff-
piece with the lyrics: “Severance from 
sin – a ceremony in ecstasy”. Evil. 
Cover-wise, this is clearly a promo, 
but I really like the head on the 
front. It’s supposed to be a combina-
tion of no less than six dead skulls. 
Brutal. Can’t wait to get my hands on 
the EP. It’s supposed to be out by now.  
Adult Crash carries. 

JUNTA  

DEMO #1 / MC / 2015
Junta is quite the 
team, consisting of  
musicians from a whole 
bunch of local acts, 
from Warbeast to Mono-
liths. Here’s the new 
HC band that might 
put K-Town back 
on the map... They  
really should do a 
tour together with earlier mentioned  
Direct Youth!

There’s no pause in Junta’s relentless, 
pounding attacks on lazy do-nothings 
and knee-benders. Hefty and short  
solos plus fastpaced riffs... You know 
the score. Everything’s very condence, 
and it sure is quite a smash in the 
face. No weird subgenres here, just 
pure hardcore. The best track is the 
more midtempo-sounding “Frygtens  
Ansigt”, about fear. Simple but ef-
fectful. Plenty of breaks keep things 
interesting, but I miss some proper 
old-fashioned break-downs. Not sure if 
that’s ever going to be Junta’s thing, 
but I’d like them to try it out! 
I’m a fan, and the artwork adds to 
this neat package. Simple handwritten  
lyric sheet, plus crude drawings of an 
officers hat and a knife. There’s also 
a bat next to the only text not in 
Danish (it’s in Portugese). I like bats. 

NETHER 
S/T   MC / 2015
Graves At Sea didn’t 
play Heavy Days in 
Doomtown for nothing... 
Moving out of the 
hardcore/punk ter-
ritory for at short 
while, here’s the 
newest sludge/doom 
band to put out a 
tape in town. The 
somewhat schizophrenic riffs are 
straight out of the latest sludge 
wave, screeching vocals included. It’s 
not that original, but it doesn’t have 
to be, especially considering how 
few of these bands we have in Copen- 
hagen to brag about. An interesting, 
but somewhat overwhelming, amount 
of wah-wah-guitar solo’s in midtempo 
make up for the long length of the 
songs, but one could wish they where 
shorter. Oh the troubles of being used 
to 2-minute-punk-rock. At parts the 
vocals turn to growl... And that’s the 
only major letdown to me, but what the 
heck... It’s really a minor thing. The 
artwork is simple as fuck, the tape 
promising. Out on Wargame Records. 
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W H AT ' S  O N  M Y  S T E R E O ?

WHAT'S ON MY  
S T E R E O ?
Some records never make it 
to my shelves, but stand  
neatly next to the record 
player. Then I play them over 
and over. And then again.  
Here’s some of ‘em: 

N IGHT FEVER 
VENDETTA / LP/ 2015

It's hard to say something that hasn't 
already been said about Night Fever. 
Praised to the end of the world by 
locals, NF is a living classic. This 
second LP just adds to that. Clear-

cut hardcore, with hefty cross-over  
references, even more on Vendetta than 
their first LP, this monster leaves you 
wanting more, more, more! The punch-
lines, the breakdowns, the solos. It's 
all just as it should be. The first LP 
holds a very special place, but this 
one can easily sneak up on it's side. 
Well, ok, not all the way, but almost. 
Instant classic, and an instant one-
man-moshpit in my living room, as I 
spin this just one... more... time... For 
the 100th time in a row. Ohhhyeah! 
Adult Crash carries once more.

Trance / Su ici das 
SPLIT   TOUR    EP/ 2015

Warmth and pure good vibes flow 
through this tour-EP. Oh-so-catchy  
Suicidas does more of what they 
do best, yet somehow with even more  
melancholic love to it. I don't understand 
the lyrics, but I do feel them. That's for 
sure. Trance is a relatively new punk-
rock-a-la-Ramones gig from Mallorca  
(believe it or not, there's a really 
cool and vibrant scene there). Su-
per simple but effectful punk songs 
that makes me wanna take up skate  
boarding  or become young again. 
Metadona Records put this out. Check 
them out by the way. Good stuff!

MORE RECS COMING UP 44 
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W H AT ' S  O N  M Y  S T E R E O ?

Una BEstia  
Incontrolable 
Nou Mon / EP/ 2014

More majestic, more mystical and more 
of what I loved about the LP these 
guys put out in 2013. The beast of  
Barcelona strikes back, and I can't 
recommend this highly enough. If not 
for anything else, then just for the 
imagination behind this masterpiece. 
The rhythm is especially noteworthy. 
It's far from your typical 4-by-4-stick-
to-drum punkrock thing. Instead it's 
tribal, and it makes me wanna move 
in awkward ways. Lyrically we're once 
more out in the wild nature, as it 
takes vengeance on mankind. Iron Lung 
Records put this out.

PROTESTER 
S/T EP/ 2014
This is by far one of the best HC EP's 
I ever bought. I was so happy when I 
found it in a distro at a Coke Bust gig 
in Malmö (quite fitting, really). 
This is some of the meanest, most hard-
knocking tunes you'll ever hear. 
The shere tempo – especially those 

drums! - combined with perfect break-
downs, memorable lyrics and quite an 
attitude... Oh boy. 
For fans of the breakdown-oriented US 
eastcoast scene – just minus the macho 
bullshit. If there's any left, check out 
Trash King Productions.

Total Control 
Typical System   
LP / 2015
Typical System was my first encounter 
with Total Control, and for that I'm 
grateful, since I honestly don't like 
much of their older work. This record 
on the other hand was an instant  
favourite of mine. The vibe, the  
lyrics, the depth... This is the post-
punk album that have me interested 
in that genre once more. Quite a feat,  
considering the amount of dull bands 
who've decided post punk is their 
thing, all the sudden. Total Control, 
on the other hand, owns the genre. 
They travel to every little corner of 
it on this 12-inched sonic adventure. 
The songs range from, well, post-punk 
in the Joy Division-direction, to old 
school anarcho punk. We’re talking 
the true, british roots here, not some 
washed out, modern version. 
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W H AT ' S  O N  M Y  S T E R E O ?

Yet, in the midst of all this genre 
swapping, a kind of sublelty remains, 
and there is a clear, distinct direc-
tion to it all, like listening to a good 
story. Iron Lung Records put this out. 

LumpY
AND THE DUMPERS 
BAT / EP / 2014
This is the story of a bat (and/or  
other animal). It's a discusting little  

creeper, and apparently it has some 
sort of bat puke down it's back,  
originating from some other bat. An 
alpha-bat, to be precise. 

I have no idea what drugs Lumpy and 
the Dumpers took prior to making this 
EP, but clearly it should be outlawed, 
as it devours all reason and logic. 
As for the music, well, it's punk.  
This record is dedicated ”to the 
Ghouls” and it's out on Total Punk. 

NEURONZ
S/T / EP / 2015

Great EP by a to me more or less  
unknown Swedish band. How on earth 
did they escape my attention? No clue, 
but it's hardcore at it's best. It kinda  
reminds me of spanish hardcore 
beasts Glam, well... Except the vocals.  
They are more in some Umeå-ish  
direction. Yet there's so much more to 
it. Check it out. 
Let out of the cage by Adult Crash. 

BONUS INFO: After a gig with Viagra 
Boys from Sweden, i chatted with a 
guy from the band. He also plays in  
Neuronz, and told me they’re going to 
play some gigs outside of Sweden soon.  
I vote for Copenhagen!
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O LY M P I A  K N O WS !

O LY M P I A  K N O WS

One night in july, five punk- and hardcore-bands with  
women in front teamed up, and delivered one of the most  
interesting gigs in a long time. Here’s how it went down. 

July is the worst month  for gigs in  
Copenhagen, so I was thrilled when Vexx 
announced their arrival on July 23rd.  
The relatively new booker managed to 
get no less than four bands to team up 
with the yanks. Quite a package. 
At 22:00 sharp, the first band took 
the stage. This is how it went down.

The first band was Snafu, a local 
act, who's rehearsing in Ungdoms-
huset. They consist of musicians from  
infamous ”Sommerfuglebræk” (meaning 
butterfly-puke...) and total newcomers. 
After a quick intro, they took us to 

SNAFU

H O W  I T ' S  D O N E

In an epic finish, the singer of Vexx crawled onto the speaker rack, 
pounding, roaring and completely ripping the place apart. 
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snot-punk territory from the first 
riff. The songs where about cops, na-
zis and getting pissed, so you know 
the score. The very melodic riffs 
where more original, but failed to 
keep my attention for long. I can't  
really think of an obvious compar-
ison. The tempo was the usual 4-4  
slightly-above-midtempo-punkrock, 
and the melodies extremely simple,  
although more advanced than your  
basic power-chord-thing. 
I'm sure fans of Guddommelig Galskab 
or similar modern anarcho-punk bands 
would be more exited than I was. 

Snafu has a couple of gigs behind 
them, but they're still a very young 
band. You clearly feel that some members 
are more experienced than others on 
the stage. My biggest wish is that 
their guitarist would move around 
more, perhaps even look up sometimes. 
He surely can play, so he should be 
more selfconfident. The singer Sørine 
kicked ass, and clearly knew how to 
act on a stage, jumping around and 
even going down on the floor, starting 
a pogo. More interesting than other 
new punkrock bands from Copenhagen, 
but not there yet. 

NIGHTMEN
After a short break, the first Swedish 
band took the stage. 

This Malmö act was by far the most 
superiour, technically, at the gig. The 
songs where all well-written, memorable, 
and catchy as hell. One of the mem-
bers play in Terrible Feelings, and 
that can be heard. Their inspiration 
seems to come more from rock'n'roll 
than modern punk, which I think works 
for them. I especially enjoyed the in-
teraction between the male guitarist 
and the bassplayer, they had so much 
going on, and where very entertain-
ing to look at. The vocals switched 
between all three string-players, and 
it worked out nice, although the cho-
ruses where a bit muddy. 
The sound had a special feel to it, 
which can best be compared with  

VEXX

perhaps The Ramones or some of the 
more modern spanish punk-rock bands, 
such as Suicidas, Trance or Über. 
I was an instant fan, the crowd too. 

The main act of the night went on stage. 
This was by far the best attended gig 
of the night, and with good reason. Vexx 
is a hardcore punk band from Olympia, 
and closely related to two great US 
hardcore acts, Hysterics and G.L.O.S.S. 
What's so special about these bands 
is, that they do songs about gender  
issues, but keep the hardcore  
attitude up front. This is something 
many european bands could learn from. 
No need to soften things up or act  
different because your songs aren't 
about clichéed hardcore issues! 

I was amazed how much energy came from 
the stage. The singer went completely 
nuts, moving all over the stage, the 
floor, and eventually crawling up on 
the tall PA-speakers. The drummer was 
also noteworthy, and pounded harder 
on the drums, than any drummer I've 
seen in some time. The musical inspi- 
ration have to come from early american 
80's westcoast hardcore punk. The guitar 
is full of solos and melodies, but not 
in a melancholic way at all. 

As described, the songs centered on 
gender issues, and the singer clearly 
had this as a focal point, as did the 
whole concert anyway. A short, way 
too violent male-dominated pit was  
thankfully stopped at the beginning 
of the gig, and a really good vibe took 
it's place. I've even heard that the 
singer kicked some drunkard in the 
balls, because he was being a pain in 
the ass, but perhaps it's just rumours. 
I could believe it though. 

The concert continued, and the crowd 
went wild, and shouted for more, which 
they eventually got, at the end of 
the gig. Quickly a line formed at the  
distro, something that never happens 
in this town. ‘Nuff said.  
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O LY M P I A  K N O WS !

Next up was Arre!Arre! from Sweden. The 
name translates roughly to ARGH! ARGH!, 
which then again can be translated 
to something completely different in  
pirate language. I had heard plenty 
of good things about them, but never  
really listened. Rumour has it that 
even Tobi Vail (from legendary  
riot-grrrl punk band Bikini Kill) has 
hyped this act. So of course I was  

ARRE! ARRE! 

excited. But I was 
about to be some-
what disappointed.   

The band consists 
of four members, 
of which only 
the lead guitar 
looked like she 
was having a  
good time. 

The rest of the 
band seemed stiff,  
angry in a bad 
way, and just 
a little tired. 
Perhaps they where, but they didn't  
really try to hide that. The music was  
riotgrrrl-inspired alright, but 
far from anything I'd expected. The  
simplistic tunes sounded very  
similar and somewhat thin. There was 
even a couple of times when they had 
to stop, re-learn the songs, and then  
continue the gig. This is one of the 
biggest no-no’s in my book, but I'm sure 
others like the charm of it. 

I can see this band get good at some 
point, but they need to change their 
stage act. Perhaps I'll give their  
records a try, see if I change my mind.

TVA KRIG
Två Krig plays a mix of post punk 
and punk rock a la Masshysteri. It's 
melancholic, sad and there's a lot of  
feeling in the tunes. The band comes 
from Malmö, and consists of three  
members, which gives it a simplistic, 
yet nice sound. You can really make 
out each instrument. I especially 
like the guitar, with it's flanger and  
chorus effects. I've seen Två Krig many 

times before, so I know what they can 
do. This was far from their best night, 
so I won't spend too much time on 
them here. The crowd had grown tired  
after all the previous acts, but the 
ones that where still hanging around 
where into the music. I think some more 
uptempo songs would've helped keeping 
more people around, and it could be 
fun to see what Två Krig could do with 
a faster tempo. 

In other words: If you like melodic, 
dark punk rock, swedish style, i think 
you should check out Två Krig’s LP, 
and judge for yourself. 

It had turned late, so I couldn't stick 
around for too long. A great night had 
come to an end, and I walked happily 
home with my Vexx-records. 

One solid gig, that made me even more 
interested in Olympias hardcore punk 
scene. What could they bring up next? 

Photos on these pages
Opposite page, from top left corner: 
Vexx (us), Snafu (dk), Nightmen (swe)

Above this box, from the left: 
Arre! Arre! (swe), Två Krig (swe)
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Vexx lead singer 
Mary Jane was 
more than into it, 
at this absolute 
rager of a show. 
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K-TOWN
H a r d c o r e Fest 2 0 1 5

I n P H OTO S!
This year’s biggest, wildest local punk and hardcore  
festival was arguably one of the best yet. A 1000 punks  
visited Ungdomshuset for gigs, workshops, distro-trading 
and dangerous amounts of booze. Here’s how it went down.
All photos by Inferno Photography // Words by A.S.

The huge crowd, hanging in the yard. Shot from above the main concert hall.
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H a r d c o r e Fest 2 0 1 5
I n P H OTO S!

Ajax (us) played one of the best attended gigs. Stagediving and chaos ensued. 

Spanish La Urss rocked the place, with dancable punk rythms and ‘77-attitude. 
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Barcelona (es) experimenting with groovy rhythms. I recommend their LP, go get! 

Bloodsuckers (no) went for hardcore, with a mystical and disturbed vibe to it.
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Impalers (us) frontman, showing of his acrobatic skills, during one crazy gig.

Raw-punkers Lesion (dk) played one hell of a dark set, one of their best yet. 
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Bernat, the lead-singer of Orden Mundial, getting intimate with the crowd.

Orden Mundial (es) tore the place apart, with frantic, noisy hardcore punk. 
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Thanks for the photos Christina, and see 
you all next year at K-Town Hardcore Fest!
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GOOD SOUND

I S  E V E RY T H I N G ! 

If you’ve played in a band, 
then you’ve probably tried to 
play live, maybe just once. 

It was probably good times up 
there, on the stage, drinking 
beers, getting pissed and fucking 
around with some power chords 
and a shrieking Metal Zone- 
guitar pedal. 
I’m sure it was a blast. 

But did you ever wonder how it  
actually sounded? Sound can 
easily qualify as the most  
important thing at a gig, yet it 
seems neglected by many. 

I decided enough is enough. It’s 
time to do something about it! 

To help us get better, I asked one of  
Copenhagens most active DIY-
sound techicians how bands can 
help her make the sound better. 

Interestingly, none of the  
answers involve any kind of  
expensive equipment, instrument, 
or insane amounts of time. You 
just have to know what to do, what 
absolutely not to do, and use a 
little common sense. 

Here’s Mette Helms’ advice: 
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So, Mette... What should bands 
always bring to a gig?
As a part of my job I have to be able 
to set up a drum kit, so I carry a 
drum key with my house keys. I end up  
lending out that drum key at almost 
every DIY show I do, and it gives a bad 
impression when you don’t carry tools 
that are essential to your instrument.

Apart from the obvious break-
ables like guitar, bass, snare drum,  
cymbals and a bass drum pedal, bands 
should always bring cables for their  
instruments, a tuner if they need one, 
a drum key and power adapters or  
batteries for guitar/bass pedals. 

Bands should always check with the 
booker if they need to bring guitar 
and bass amps.

Now it’s time for sound check. 
How to go about that?
First, if you don’t know the sound  
technician, go introduce yourself! 
Then go set up your stuff within a 
reasonable time. It’s not the time to 
fool around.. 

When everything is set-up, here are 
some dos and don’ts:

- Don’t play your instrument while the 
sound technician is setting up the  
microphones.

- Don’t play your instrument unless 
asked to. I don’t know what it is with 
guitarists, but they always have 
a need to play solos during drum 
sound check. You’ll just draw out the 
sound check... And the technician will  
definitely get annoyed.

- Play as you’d normally do one of your 
songs, and turn up your amps as loud 
as you’ll have them during the show.

- Sing one of your songs when  
checking vocal mics. It does wonders 
for the vocals if the technician can 
adjust the mix to the actual singing, 
not just someone mumbling.

The monitors are all wonky. 
How do we fix them? 
Don’t say ”more everything”. Would you 
order a pizza with everything? 
That pizza would taste like shit. 

Monitors work the same way. If you mix in  
everything, it will sound like shit. 
Instead try to figure out what 3-4 
things are the most important for you 
to hear. If the mix is OK, but not loud 
enough, say so! 

Monitor sound is all about communi-
cation. Unless you’re playing a big 
gig with a monitor technician (which 
will never happen at DIY shows), the 
sound technician will not know what 
it sounds like on stage.

Monitor placement is also important. 
Maybe you’re too far away or too close 
to the monitor. 
You are allowed to move the monitors 
within some limits.

My drums sound like old, wet 
cardboard boxes. 
What have you done to them?
I haven’t turned some magic knob. 
Chances are you haven’t tuned your 
drums the way you want them. If your 
drum tuning is cardboard, your drums 
will sound like cardboard in the mix 
as well.

Unfortunately a lot of drummers 
don’t know how to tune drums or that  
they should. 

If you don’t have anyone to ask how to, 
or if you’re to embarrassed to ask, there 
are a lot of great Youtube tutorials.  

I learned drum tuning through  
Youtube and then testing it myself, 
and there’s no shame in that. 

Drums are one of the most important 
things in the mix, so let’s use the time 
it takes to get it right!

More good sound this way >>>
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How about guitar/bass… Why do 
you keep asking me to turn it 
down on stage?
Because it’s too loud, haha! 
No, really… PA systems at DIY gigs are 
often shitty. They simply don’t have 
enough power to make the vocals au-
dible enough for the sound to be ac-
ceptable. 

One trick is to slightly angle your 
cabinets so that you’re not playing 
directly towards the audience. 
If you don’t think your instrument is 
loud enough on stage when turning 
down your amplifier, you can always 
ask for more of your instrument in 
your monitor. 

Can I hold the mic so that it 
looks cool and sounds great 
at the same time?
Yes! Don’t cup the mic with your hands 
unless you really know you want 
that effect! It increases the risk of  
feedback and the microphone will also 
sound quieter.

I’m not sure what is considered ”cool” 
when it comes to microphone technique, 
but Henry Rollins looks pretty cool 
in this picture and that technique 
will also give you a good sound:

And please stop pointing the micro-
phone directly into the monitors and 
unleashing the feedback monster!!! 
Don’t make the sound technician want 
to come up on stage and strangle you 
with the microphone cable. 
Point the head of the mic away from 
the monitors.

I get shocked by the  
microphone… Are you mad at us 
or is there a way to fix that?
You probably played your instrument 
when not asked to during sound check 
so yeah, I pushed the shock-button….

The trick is to either put an  
isolating material between you and 
the microphone or to ground your  
amplifier. There are special foam  
microphone windscreens that do the 
isolation trick, but you can use  
anything that the current won’t  
travel through. I once had to take off 
one of my socks (I have good personal 
hygiene, I’m not a filthy crust punk) 
and had someone cover the microphone 
with that.

Let the sound technician know if 
you’re getting shocked. It could  
actually kill you!

My band arrived too late and 
there’s no time for a full 
sound check. How can we save 
ourselves?
Ask for a line check where you can 
play 30 seconds of a song to make sure 
that everything is alright on stage 
and out in the audience. 

That 30 seconds will help you get 
the monitor sound you want from the  
beginning of your set. They will 
also help the sound technician check 
if anything is off, for example if 
an amp is too loud on stage or if a  
microphone needs to be moved. 

Thanks to Mette for those  
enlightening words! Henry Rollins looking cool, with 

a mic, not fucking up the sound. 



ARE WE THERE YET?

K-TOWN PUNKS DO GERMANY!
The story of a bus full of Copenhagen 
punks, let loose on our southern neighbour. 

These are the voyages of K-Town  
Hardcore. It's continuing mission, to 
exploit strange new venues. 
To wreak havok on new life and new 
civilizations. To boldly go where no 
one has gone before. 

In late 2014, a couple of bookers and 
wise-guys’n’gals set up a road trip of 
epic proportions. A whole busload of 
Copenhagens finest punk acts where 
dispatched to three German cities, 
and gonzo-journalist Jonas Slambert 
tagged along. Here’s how it went:

DAY ONE: Rock’n’roll 
in a city of monotony 
The madness grasped us as we hit the 
Autobahn, bus-full of crazed punks get-
ting loaded on toll-free booze’n’beers 

Intro by A.S. 
Written by Jonas Slambert
Photos by Casper Knudsen

from the Rostock/Gedser ferry. They 
were all here – all of the putrid creme 
de la creme the contemporary K-Town 
punk scene could muster:

The worn veterans from The War Goes 
On, the ravaged new blood Night  
Fever, the punk-rock’n’roll pets Polio &  
Julie, the thrashing mad nuclear 
war-fetishist of Warbeast and the 
fresh - out - the - rehearsal - room 
post-punks Dark Matter. And of course 
the raving mad tag-along tour-rabble 
of dirty crusties, balding drunks and 
music Feinschmeckers in dirty denim, 
ravaged leather and studded uniforms. 
The course was set for a three day 
tour through Germany. 
First stop Hamburg.
We hit the city in the early evening, 
pulled up outside Hafenklang – the 
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venue for the night – located on the 
dull harbor-front. Nothing around 
here but tourist drinking over-
priced coffee and red-bricked houses  
stretching into the sky. 

We unloaded our gear and headed out for  
dinner in a city getting ready for 
another Thursday night, party people 
pouring into the streets were worn-
out dragqueens with day-old stub-
bles passed out flyers in worn-out 
bar streets looking like a dystopian,  
carnival-themed budget version of 
Las Vegas, radiant with tainted light, 
tacky taste and cheap booze.

Back at the dark, rustic venue,  
looking pretty much like any punk-
rock bar/venue you’d frequent in 
Denmark, inhabited by young, lean 
punks into record collecting,  
casually dressed veterans out for some 
culture and chic underground people 
(plus around 50 Danes) – I got busy  
getting too drunk to notice the DJ’s  
awful street-punk and missed out most 
of POLIO & JULIE’s set – I did howev-
er manage to catch a glimpse of the 
lead-singer and drummer wearing 
matching paillette outfits. 

Luckily I was much more attendant 
during DARK MATTER who delivered 
an amazing show! Solid angsty post-
punk shrouded in a chaos of hypnotic,  
vibrant melodies dripping with  
uplifting euphoria and alluring  
melancholia – with heavy undertones 
of 90s grunge/indie rock added to the 
mix. I already loved this band!

They were followed up by WARBEAST who 
took over with some hefty neutron-bomb 
hardcore infused with scorching 
hints of thrash metal and some crusty 
nods towards Bomberegn and seemed 
to shake up the audience. Especially 
some drunk punk-caricature – you know 
the type, a 50+ guy who got a leather  
jacket and got into “punk rock”, and more  
importantly raging alcoholism,  
sometime in the 80s, still  
hanging around, rarely contributing 
with anything except the money in 
the bar – whose idea of a good time 
was wrecking the merch booth, first  

stumbling around, tearing T-shirts 
to the ground. When that did not 
give him the positive attention, he  
started making weird guttural  
noises of a wounded, demented elk in 
heat, while aggressively slamming his 
fist down a pile of Warbeast cassettes. 

THE WAR GOES ON delivered a pretty 
good show as well – although frontman 
Ronni managed to fuck up his guitar 
sometime around their second song and 
instead decided to go all rockstar/one 
man pit on the crowd, before borrow-
ing another guitar and acting like a  
messiah of life-loathing. 
Someone grasped me by the shoulder 
and screamed “This is the best show 
I’ve ever seen from TWGO!” and indeed 
– it was!

NIGHT FEVER closed down the show with 
shitloads of new songs from their  
upcoming album – executing every  
single song perfectly and sounding 
better than ever. 
Fucking solid performance – and prob-
ably the band that drew the largest 
crowd.

This being my second day of  
hitting the bottle hard, I saw no reason  
staying too long after the last 
show and headed for the nearby band  
hotel plastered with stickers and 
tags from almost every single solid 
tour band that’d travelled through 
Europe recently.

DAY TWO: Beer and 
Loathing in Leipzig

We approached Leipzig greeted by 
NDP-posters and fire-trucks putting 
out a highway fire, SCANDINAVIAN  
HARDCORE INSANITY blasting from the 
bus’s speakers – which pretty much set 
the tone for the night.

The city itself looked like your  
average, bombed out, former East-block 
city, plastered with steel, glass and 
concrete buildings from industrious 
capitalist shops (one suspicious look-
ing sex-shop seeming like the ideal 
place to contract ebola). The tour-bus 
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headed for G16, a bombed out brick  
complex turned squat/free-space, 
which not only accommodated the lot 
of us but also dished up dinner, and a 
refrigerator full of beer and soda for 
the entire tour-rabble. 

As we left some street dog snuck  
upstairs, hunched over one of the  
mattresses set up for us and took a 
solid piss... Charming!

The venue for the night was Squat 
Lidenhau, which had no running  
water, no electricity for the past few 
months, worn-out mohawked bartenders, 
cracking open 80 Cent beers with their 
teeth, and a DJ/inhabitant blasting 
out grindcore from a small house at 
the premise, slowly crumbling away 
while locals hit up the drinks bar 
and chilled in the yard.

Meanwhile, in a white-painted  
gymnastics hall, WARBEAST opened the 
night with a blood-gushing chain-
saw-orgy, for a pretty solid crowd. 
They were followed up by POLIO &  

JULIE – who had all vetoed against 
their guitar-players continued  
liquor consumption prior to their 
show, much to his dismay. “Doesn’t  
matter!” he snarled “Either we all 
play a horrible show – or an awesome 
one!” And he was right – their show 
turned was fucking solid. Especially 
the guitarist seemed to deliver, while 
their lead-singer seemed somewhat out 
of breath. Their last song fired up 
under Markus of Warbeast, while their 
leadsinger finally got a bit crazy.

DARK MATTER once more delivered 
one hell of solid, melancholic gig. 
Wow! Meanwhile the crazed audience  
succeeded in emptying both bars for 
beers and booze– especially Ronni, 
frontman of THE WAR GOES ON, seemed 
to go crazy with the booze, thus 
passing out half an hour prior to their 
show. Luckily, he managed to wake 
up, in time to play one of their best 
show of 2014 – however, their second  
guitarist managed to top Ronni’s  
status as drunkard of the band,  
grasping the mic between two songs, 
snarling out some crazy anecdote in 
broken German, about being stopped 
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on a German high-way once... When the  
audience did not pay the wished  
attention he screamed: 
“This is IMPORTANT! I’m talking about 
POLITICS!” Yeah, right...

I hit a new state of intoxication when 
I was introduced to Pfeffirminz-shots. 
I hardly recall anything from the 
NIGHT FEVER show – beyond the mad-
ness, violence, craziness and fuck-all  
attitude in the pit, that managed 
to bust both lips on POLIO & JULIE’s  
drummer before he were dragged out of 
the pit, as crazed punks slung beer 
over the crowd.

DAY THREE: Berlin
 – city of party, paranoia and misery

I woke up, noticing three fourth of 
Night Fever passed out around their 
absent guitarist’s absinthe, next to 
a bunch of cheerful drunks in the 
G16-complex’ bombed out yard. After 
much trouble Jakob “Adult Crash” – 
the seemingly only responsible person 
– managed to get the headless tour  
rabble on the bus and we head towards 
Berlin, but someone was missing. “Where 
is Lasse (the 2nd guitar in The War 

Goes On)?” someone asked. “Fuck it!” 
Jakob, tour booker / kindergarden  
teacher for the 40+ drunks, said.  
“He’s a grown-up man, for fucks sake!”
We pulled up outside Cassopeia, the 
venue of the night, located in an 
old industrial-complex turned hip  
culture-district, with graffiti murals 
dripping from the walls, patio cafés 
selling beers, black painted gyms, 
climbing walls and what not. Anyone 
not doing sound were free to fuck 
off. So I hooked up with a friend and 
headed out to see Berlin for the next  
couple of hours.

We dined at a Vietnamese establishment 
in Kreuzberg, while oogling old, six-
pence sporting pop-punks, hanging out 
at Core Tex, seemed blissfully self-ab-
sorbed, and unaware of the K-Town 
tour. We soon headed back to the gig. 

First band on the agenda was DARK  
MATTER. I was in love with this band, 
and could not get enough of their  
hypnotic post-punk; they were the 
only band that still felt fresh after 
three days in a row. Fatigue however 
struck me at second band of the night,  
WARBEAST, and sure, they are sick, 
fucked up, insane, yada-yada – I didn’t 
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care and did not return to the huge, 
black concert hall until POLIO &  
JULIE went on stage. They went  
crazy and delivered a pretty sick show.  
Unfortunately their charisma did not 
reach the back of the concert hall, but 
was consumed by the front row who in 
return started up a fight and smashed 
bottles in the pit (one poor guy from 
the tour-rabble almost got a round-
house kicking from a local lady, for 
being in the pit).

They were followed up by THE WAR 
GOES ON. Their second guitarist had  
luckily found his way to Berlin  
sometime during the evening. Not that 
it mattered, as the rest of the band  
delivered one hell of a show dripping 
with rabies ravaging life-loathing. 
Probably the best show they delivered 
that fall! Before the last went on 
stage, I snuck upstairs and zoned 
out in a vinyl chair until the white,  
fedora-sporting DJ-crew’s dance music 
got to me, and I jumped back downstairs. 

NIGHT FEVER were blowing the venue 
up like a British retaliation bombing. 
A musical Blitzkrieg with no mercy –  
especially not for the asshole with 
a towering blitz attached to his  
camera, blinding not only band but 
also audience. “Hey! Can you please 
stop taking pictures for two minutes?” 
the front man rattled from stage.  
“I can’t see shit!”.

I hooked up with a group of people 
headed to bed early. As we staggered 
through the city I saw people in the 
hundreds pouring in and out of corner 
stores, kebab-joints and bars, getting 
drunk in the streets, tearing through 
another night in this city of decadence. 
Personally, I felt anxiety creep up my 
spine rooting itself in the back of my 
head, feeling worn-out.

I slept like a baby, while the rest of 
the tour-rabble got loaded in a crammed 
bar, elsewhere. Within a few hours the 
bus would leave, so i shunned to the 
backseats, that had turned into one  
miserable marsh of spilled beer,  
cans and passed-out punks, while a few 
drunks desperately tried party on. 
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WHERE THE PUNKS GO 
TO DROWN THEIR SORROWS 
Copenhagen’s bar-scene is loaded with 
possibilites. But if you're looking to 
meet fellow punks, listen to something 
else than the usual top-30-pop-tunes, 
save some money, and perhaps even 
avoid stupid comments on your mohawk, 
here are some of the best options: 

LYGTENS KRO
Take a classic bodega, mix it with 
punks and bierstube-esque aesthetics 
and you’ve got Lygten. 

This bar is newest of the bunch, but 
by far the most visited by the punks, 
especially from the hardcore-scene. 
The menu offers a decent variety of 
german beers, which are in many ways 
superior to our local piss-brew. The 
price is decent, but sometimes there’s 
a cocktail bar which is very cheap, 
plus there’s of course the piss-brew 
beer option for 15 kr. 

Lygten offers events such as ka-
raoke, which unfortunately is very  
overcrowded, but also gigs. It’s floorshows, 
so don’t expect anything fancy, but 
it’s usually for free, and it’s cosy. 
My favorite event is hard rock-banko, 
which is bingo, just with hard rock 
songs instead of numbers. Good fun, 

but bring some friends to help you. 
It’s hard – trust me. Another thing 
that makes Lygten stand out from 
the crowd is that they serve food. It  
ranges from a brunch plate to hotdogs 
in the nighttime. I’ve never tried any, 
since the portions look very small, 
and the price is as high as approx. 
90 kr. It’s not much for Copenhagen, so 
maybe give it a try. 

The music matches the crowd, and 
for the time being, that means heavy 
and punk in various fashions. Some-
times there a soul-night, sometimes a  
hiphop-night, but the vibe’s so good you 
won’t care. I kinda gave it away there. 
Because, as you might have guessed, 
Lygten is very nice place. Owned by 
punks, these guys clearly know what 
they’re doing. If there are no gigs or 
parties, this is the place to go. 

Address: Lygten 29, 
2400 København NV. lygtens-kro.dk. 
Hrs: tue-sat 12-02, sun 12-17. 

TRABIBAR
Entering Trabibar on a late Saturday 
night, if physically possible, will 
guarantee tomorrow’s headache. Oh 
boy. The beers are fairly cheap (20 
for the cheapest local brew), but that 
isn’t what makes this a dangerous ven-
ture. The vodkas are. If you dig the 
clear, intoxicating liquid, you will 
love this place. Not only is their  
selection decent, but they actually 
make new taste-infused vodkas them-
selves. Anything from licorice to  
elderflower goes, and watch out for 
the chili-flavored, ok? 

The crowd is a nice mix of locals, 
punks and political activists, and 
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The romantic archway at Lygten



you’re getting to know them all, 
whether you like it or not. The major  
downside of this place is it’s size. For 
an early night, especially on week-
days, the place is just perfect, but 
when we hit the late weekend nights, 
you’ll get so close you’ll smell what 
the guy next to you had for dinner 
two days ago. It’s good fun in a way, 
but don’t count on a table. 

The music ranges from nostalgic  
revolution songs to punk rock. 
Anything in between goes. The theme 
of the bar is somewhat confusing,  
mixing both modern left wing propaganda 
with old DDR-clichés (Trabi Bar, get 
it?). It’s nice, but weird for sure. 

I definitely recommend a visit here, 
especially if you’re catching a gig at 
Stengade on the same night. 
The beers are discounted between 16 
and 20:00 by the way. 

Address: Griffenfeldsgade 26, 
2200 København N. trabi-bar.dk
Hrs: wed 16-24, thur 16-03, fri-sat 16-04.

ST. PAULI MINI BAR  
AKA BODEGA 52
… And yes. You’ve already guessed 
that this bar is all about St. Pauli, 
right? Good. The mythological German  
football-team have a big following 
in Denmark, and this bar is all about 
that. The beers are even Astra (the  
local Hamburg brew).

That means a lot of deutsch-punk, oi!, 
and unfortunately some ska, but I can 
live with that. Luckily the elsewhere 
so present football-bar vibe is uncommon. 
Any kind of people get shitfaced here, 
from punks to hippies to locals. 

Since the bar is located on the  
outskirts of the ”meatpacking district”, 
Copenhagens most hip party-area, 
there’s a lot of randomers showing 
up. While the bartenders seem to be  
annoyed about that fact, I kind of 
like it. You’ll never know who you meet 
here, which is great.

The prices are fair, count on a 20 kr. 
for a beer. Booze is pretty cheap, but 
there’s a limited selection. And here’s 
my main and only criticism of this 
place: It tries to hard to be alternative, 
and against anything hip and young, 
like hating on something makes you 
cool. Last time I checked, that’s not 
how it works. In this regard, the bar’s 

slogan gives it away. ”This is not  
another cocktail bar” should’nt be 
something you want to get known for; 
In Copenhagens there’s so many non- 
cocktail bars, that I’d actually like 
if there was less of those, and more 
good cocktail bars. 

But what the hell. They can hate  
hipsters all they want, as long as 
they keep serving me beer. And they’re 
going to, because I’ll be back many 
times, that’s for sure. 

Address: Halmtorvet 54, 1700 Kbh V 
stpauliminibar.dk
Hrs: Sun-thu 15-24, fri-sat 15-01:30 

OTHER OPTIONS
Most obvious for the punks are the  
so-called ”brown bodegas”, which are 
as danish as LEGO, pork and xenophobia. 
The whole city is packed with them.
and they rarely serve anything else 
than local piss-beer and shots. Some 
of the best are: Café Ægirs, Det Rene 
Glas, Glentekroen, Karusellen and 
Jagtstuen. 

Now go and be merry! 
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Being your own bo$$
All of us eventually need to get money from somewhere. 
While many a punk has taken some lousy 9-17 job, some choose 
a different path. I met three start-up punks at their store.
On Vesterbro, close by the huge 
Vega concert hall, a bunch of punks 
have taken matters into their own 
hands. They have created one of the 
more interesting new shops in town,  
combining coffee-shop, bike-repair 
store, zone-therapist and record store 
into one. I decided to pay them a visit. 

From recycled bikes to black 
coffee and vinyls
Lisa, Jakob and Karoline are three 
out of the four people running the 
place, and if you’re familiar with the 
Copenhagen scene, there’s a big chance 
you’ll recognize their faces. 

Lisa owns “Thunderfist”, the bike  
repair shop, focusing on making new 
bikes out of old recycled materials. 
They’re both cheap (3000 dkr for a very 
fancy racer-like bike), good-looking, 
and it just feels right to re-use the 
oldies but goodies, instead of buying 
new all the time. This is not Lisa’s 
first store though, as she points out. 
Things are going well, and she’s ac-
tually able to make a living out of 
it. Besides that, she plays in punk-
rock-act Dark Matter. 

Jakob and Karoline owns the coffee-shop 
called “Imperiet”. Out of the bunch, 
they’re the “youngest” in the game. 
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Their little shop is as lowkey as it 
gets, at least for now, but the coffee 
is great. Prices are modest too. Small 
sofas are neatly arranged, and in a 
corner there’s a bunch of record box-
es. Here you’ll find a pretty good  
assortment of records, used and new. 
Jakob and Karoline told me later 
that this part of the store will keep 
growing rapidly, so who knows what 
you’ll be able to find when you visit? 
For now, new local hardcore/punk-re-
cords stand next to underground 
hiphop-rarities. Record prices are  
slightly higher than elsewhere, but 
for a new store, that’s fair. Besides 
running a coffee-shop, Jakob is play-
ing raw punk bass in Halshug as well 
as in Dark Matter, and if you want 
their new record, pay Imperiet a visit. 

The fourth member of the co-op is  
Tanja. She runs “Zonesista”, a zone-
massage-shop. As she wasn’t there at 
my visit, I didn’t see it, but from what 
I understood, she’s actually the more 
busy of the three stores. Her locale is 
in the back room, and the massage is 
supposed to be heavenly good. 

Getting started 
All three small shops are connected, 
and just separated by a glass wall. 
It’s a fun feeling ordering a fancy 
coffee, smack next to a bike-mechanic, 
fixing up some punctured tire. 

“I had my own store elsewhere, but I 
was in lack of space. Through a friend 
I heard of this space, and since we 
know Tanja, who where here beforehand, 
I drove here to check it out. It seemed 
cosy and then we decided to go for it. 
And well, now it’s ours”, Lisa explains. 

The store is not cheap, but compared 
to other places, it’s OK, the three 
store-owners agree. All of them will be 
able to pay rent this month, although 
Karoline and Jakob take a little longer 
to answer that question than Lisa. 

The plan is to keep the store open 
all year, Karoline and Jakob explain. 
Keeping opening hours at 10-17 they 

are competing with a lot of local  
coffee-shops. Still they’ve gotten good 
attention the first week, they say, and 
seem more optimistic. “If we’ll get busy, 
we might even consider opening more 
hours”, they say. Still, they both need 
to do other part-time jobs for now. Lisa 
on the other hand is doing full-time, 
but since she’s very much into doing 
re-modelling of old bikes, she doesn’t 
haul in big money: “Some of the mon-
ey I could’ve used to pay myself, I’ve 
used for spare-parts, and I try to get 
stocked. I get enough money to pay 
rent both here and at home though. And 
to be honest that’s cool, if you do what 
you love and have no boss over you”. 

Doing it your self – job style
One of the more important aspects in 
the DIY-punk scene is, that you are the 
creator, and thereby you make possible 
what you like. Often, that is impossible in 
daily life, where a boss decides what 
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you do at work, at least to some extent. 
That is something the new shop-owners 
don’t have to experience. 

“To me it has been motivational”,  
Karoline says, and further explains, 
that its a relief not to have someone 
over you. 

The problem is here that if you fail, 
which eventually will happen for 
many first-time startups, you’ll fall 
harder, than if you where part of a 
bigger operation. Lisa has taken that 
into account, and is now member of a 
union. If she has to, she can apply for 
unemployment ensurance. That guarantees 
half a year of support, and anyone 
can get signed up for a fee, she tells. 

But that’s not the only way she tried 
to help herself, in the event she can’t 
make it: “I think it’s really clever to 
start small, and then build on top of 
that. It’s a bad idea to buy loads of 

bikes you can’t sell. Instead you should 
try and generate income on a small 
scale, and then upscale as it goes”. 
Karoline and Jakob agree. They’ve been 
buying much of their equipment, cups 
and furniture second hand.  

Even though it might mean more  
competition, Karoline thinks it 
would be good if more people tried  
starting their own shops, instead 
of just getting involved in bigger 
firms. One thing is that you’ll get 
more involved, she explains, but the 
prices can also be kept to a mini-
mum to the customer. It’s especially 
the major franchises she critisizes, 
as they take a huge amount of money, 
just to get started. Lisa agrees. “Some  
businessmen invest in something they 
don’t really know much about. One good 
example is Cykelbanditten (a bike 
shop franchise). The businessmen have 
no passion about the bikes, they have 
just made a concept of which they can 
make money. But I think things are 
changing”, she says.

Future plans
As for the records, the coffee shop 
owners are hellbent on getting more 
of the local sort. Hardcore is the main 
genre they’re interested in. 
As for the bike shop, Lisa continues 
to get more parts, but also have oth-
er fun, small side-projects, such as 
homebrewed beer and shirts with silk-
screen print. 

The lot plan to have small gigs and 
DJ sessions from time to time. 
If you’re interested, go take a look on 
their Facebook-page. 

Thanks for letting me interview you, 
Karoline, Jakob and Lisa! 

For more info 
and opening hours, see:

facebook.com/imperietvesterbro

facebook.com/thunderfistbicycles
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Direct Youth is one of the 
newest Copenhagen hardcore 
bands on the block. 

They feature members from  
Polio & Julie, play fast, angry 
and intense, clearly influenced 
by youth crew hardcore, but also 
local K-town monsters. 
I got interested, and met up with the 
members, Martin (vocals), Jonathan  
(guitar), Victor (bass) and Mikkel 
(drums), plus Magnus, who was there to 
try out doing a 2nd guitar. 

We found a dirty, dark room in  
Ungdomshusets practice-space hall-
way, where they rehearse, sat down and 
had a chat. 

How did the band start?
Mikkel: Victor and I met up one day, 
where we didn’t practice with our  
former band, called Indædt. 
Victor: Then we jammed, and made some 
songs. Shortly thereafter we invited 
Martin to join us. 
Martin: I didn’t know Mikkel from the 
start, but I knew Victor. 

Back then, the band was called  
“Massangreb”, and quickly Victor and 
Mikkel started praticing regularly 
with Martin. 

Mikkel: After doing 10 Massangreb 
songs, we started doing some new ones 
with Martin. 
Martin: The first gigs were as Massangreb. 
The first one I joined was in Randers. 
We had five songs together. 

MEET THE NEW BREED OF K-TOWN HARDCORE
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Victor: There was some seats left in 
our van, so we brought some friends, 
Martin included. We played with Fright 
Eye that night. 
Martin: The venue, Von Hatten, was a 
weird place, with café tables in front 
of the stage. 

After a few gigs, the band took it’s name. 

Martin: I was doing some logo, inspired 
by NOFX. I like their logo style, and 
I ended up using a “D” and a “Y”. It 
looked cool, so then I came up with 
Direct Youth. 
It sounded nice, a little youth crew-
esque. We’ve found more sick band 
names since, but well, now we can’t re-
ally change now, can we? 
Victor: It means we’re young and direct. 
Martin: In your face, haha! 

It didn’t take long for the band to get 
to a point, where they could put out 
some material. Already in the fall of 
2014, their first tape came out. 

Victor: We recorded it in Helsingør. 
I played both bass and guitar. After 
that we got Marcus (from Demon Head, 
Scavenger Brats, Junta) on the gigs as 
bassplayer. Now he’s out of the band. 

Mikkel: It sounded bad without it. 
Victor: Three people, without the bass, 
just didn’t cut it. 
We needed thicker sound.

Now, the band is more or less who 
they want to be, except they are still  
trying to see if a 2nd guitar might 
fit. With this current lineup, they’ve 
put out an EP on vinyl (see the review 
in this zine). Victor was the guy doing 
the sick artwork, which he made as a 
school project. 

Mikkel: It looks so sick because me and 
Martin are on the cover, of course! 

The artwork resembles many early 
DC hardcore records, with it’s clean 
lines, silk-screened print and  
clear-cut fonts. 

Martin: We like old school hardcore. 
Mikkel: Well, not all of us! 

Victor: Our songs are very different 
at the moment. 
Jonathan: I dig Coke Bust at the mo-
ment. They’re really great. 
Martin: The Rival Mob, Arms Race and 
Boston Strangler are really good too. 
Mikkel: I like grindcore in general. 

Martin: I know our band might seem 
a bit youth crew like, but it wasn’t  
really the plan. Mostly i listen to 
more old school hardcore. 
Victor: But one of the tracks I wrote I 
did while I listened to Youth of Today. 
But the music goes anywhere, really. 
Magnus: I listen to old school hard-
core. Slapshot’s cool. 
Jonathan: I remember when they 
asked me to join the band, I listened 
to a lot of Gorilla Biscuits. Their  
bassplayer rocks, and I really like 
the fills, which inspired me. So I took 
that idea, and you can hear some of it 
on the new record. It’s not a copy, but 
it’s inspired by it for sure. 

The band has played a lot of gigs by 
now, especially considering they’re 
still pretty new. I wondered what gig 
was the best, so far. 

All: K-Town has been the best, for sure. 
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Martin: People where really into it. 
Mikkel: And there where way more  
people than at any other gig we ever did. 

Jonathan: But I also really like the 
gig we did in Oslo (at Barrikaden). The 
concert was crazy, and Martin jumped 
down from the stage, to make sure  
people moved around. He broke two 
mic-cables, a mic, and then destroyed 
the jack-cable for the bass. We fixed 
it up and finished the gig. It was 
pure chaos, people were all over, it 
was great. Then we went for the after  

party where we had a lot of home brew 
Mikkel: Oslo was just pure chaos. A lot 
of people where drunk, and there was 
a lot of drugs. 
Martin: But we’re not into drugs.  
Actually we have an anti-drug song 
about bashing some drug dealers. 

That’s some serious shit. 
Thanks for the chat, Direct Youth!

Check out their releases, more photos, 
dates and much more on: 
facebook.com/directyouthcrew
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NEW

NEW!
Starting fall 2015, old Living In The 
City articles will be put online as 

quick and easy single-page reads. 
And even better: 

So go check out 
livinginthecityzine.wordpress.com

NEW

All future articles will 
be posted there as well! 


